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WHAT IS BRIDGING? 
 

Similar to a bridge over a river that easily connects two pieces of land, “bridging” also involves 
making easy connecCons from other Content Enhancement RouCnes (CERs) to the Higher Order 
Thinking and Reasoning Rou2nes (HOTR). HOTR rouCnes respond to thinking and reasoning 
demands in today’s world. 

 
WHY is Higher Order Thinking and Reasoning important? 
We all use reasoning—or ask others to use reasoning—every day. However, someCmes we don’t 
have all the tools we need to answer those quesCons, that is, a way to make connecCons and 
idenCfy the exact type of reasoning needed. For example, we can use HOTR to make 
connecCons and understand what type of reasoning is asked for in the following quesCons:  

• “Why did that happen?” is asking about causes. 
• “Why is that one beRer than the other?” is asking about comparisons. 
• “Can you prove that?” is asking about evidence and reasoning in an argument. 
• “What point are you making?”  is asking about a concise main idea. 
• “You need to choose” is asking about making a decision. 

Figure 1. Why HOTR CERs Arch 

 
 
HOTRs provide ways to respond to quesCons that require answering a criCcally important 
quesCon, comparing and contrasCng two or more things, finding the causes and effects of 
different happenings, making a decision, or agreeing or disagreeing with a claim someone 
makes, and explaining your own evidence and reasoning (see Figure 1).  

1. Iden)fying and explaining MAIN IDEAS &THEMES (Ques)on Explora)on Rou)ne) 
2. Iden)fying CAUSES AND EFFECTS (Cause and Effect Rou)ne) 
3. Engaging in COMARE AND CONTRAST (Concept Comparison Rou)ne) 
4. Choosing an Op)on (Decision Making Rou)ne) 
5. Analyzing a claim with its evidence and reasoning (Cross-Curricular Argumenta)on & 

Scien)fic Argumenta)on Rou)nes) 
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HOW do Higher Order Thinking and Reasoning rou8nes fit with other CERs?  
Some CER rouCnes help students and teachers organize informaCon and explore topics, details, 
or concepts. These include Planning and Leading (e.g., the Unit Organizer Rou)ne), Increasing 
Performance, Explaining Text Topic and Details (e.g., the Framing Rou)ne), and Teaching 
Concepts (e.g., the Concept Mastery Rou)ne). 
 
A\er introducing other Content Enhancement RouCnes (CERs), they can show students how to 
“bridge” into HOTRs. InformaCon from previously used CERs raises other criCcal quesCons that 
require bridging into answering criCcal quesCons, comparing and contrasCng, tracing causes 
and effects, making decisions, and analyzing claims and arguments. 
 
WHERE do we start? Get the BIG PICURE of all CERs. 
We start with the Big Picture: Understand the roles of different CER clusters in learning and 
teaching—and where the HOTR rouCnes fit. See Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. SIM Content Enhancement Rou2ne Clusters  

 
The Planning and Leading cluster provides an overview of content and structure of courses, 
units and lessons that may be used in planning, instrucCon and review.   
The Increasing Performance cluster helps students complete work in the classroom. 
The Explaining Text, Topic and Details helps organize InformaCon around a topic and its details.  
The Teaching Concepts cluster is used to explore a single concept, to learn concepts by 
analogies and to compare and contrast two or more concepts.   
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WHY IS BRIDGING IMPORTANT?  
 

Bridging promotes EFFICIENT and EFFECTIVE teaching and learning that is RESPONSIVE to 
rigorous learning challenges across STANDARDS and may be used ACROSS CURRICULA. 
 
EFFICIENT  

BRIDGING from one CER to many CERs:  
• Avoids “One-and-Done”, that is, teaching only one or limited numbers of CERs. 
• Uses similar teaching and learning procedures and devices as other CERs: 

o Visual devices or graphic organizers  
o Guiding steps on each device that comprise cogniCve strategic reasoning 

support 
o A common instrucConal procedure incorporaCng explicit instrucCon and 

collaboraCon (referred to as Cue-Do-Review) 
• Promotes Generaliza2on and Transfer. When graphic devices, guiding steps, or Cue-

Do-Review procedures are used frequently and by teachers across several classes, 
students can begin to use those thinking skills and paRerns on different areas, 
subjects and the real world. 

 
EFFECTIVE 
Research-based HOTR rouCnes have been field-tested in inclusive general educaCon classrooms 
containing students with a wide range of with diverse learning needs, including high, average or 
low achievement levels and those with learning disabiliCes and other IEPs (see reference 
secCon).  

 
RESPONSIVE to STANDARDS 
Thinking and reasoning skills addressed by HOTR rouCnes are criCcal for success in school, 
preparaCon for college and careers, and compeCCveness in today’s global economy (Jacobs, 
2008). The need for these instrucConal supports is found in recent state (CCSS, 2010) and 
naConal standards (NCSS, 2013) that stress higher order thinking and reasoning skills, as well as 
naConal legislaCon such as the Individuals with DisabiliCes EducaCon Act (2010) and the 
Elementary and Secondary EducaCon Act (U.S. Department of EducaCon, 2010) that urge that 
all students be taught in general educaCon classrooms as much as possible. 
 
WIDE USAGE ACROSS CURRICULA 
Research on HOTR rouCnes has been conducted in public schools, primarily in middle and high 
school segngs. Content areas included science, history and social studies, and English Language 
Arts. An extensive body of peer-reviewed research is available as well as other arCcles 
highlighCng examples of their use (see reference secCon). 
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WHERE do we start? 
  

Start with other CERs that teachers and students already know as represented by the clusters 
shown in Figure 2 such as the Unit Organizer, the Frame and Concept Mastery.  
 
PLANNING and LEADING using the Unit Organizer Rou/ne.    
The Unit Organizer is o\en used to introduce a complete unit comprised of HOTR devices and 
rouCnes. It is an advance organizer and reminder of the structure of the unit, and the criCcal 
quesCons in the unit, course, or lessons.  

1. Highlight the CriCcal QuesCons from SecCon 7.  Engage students in paraphrasing the 
quesCons.  Guide students to focus on reasoning associated with comparisons, 
quesCons and answers, causes and effects, decisions to be made, or statements of a 
claim (argument). 

2. IdenCfy Types of Reasoning from SecCon 6.  Return to students’ paraphrase of the 
ques)on.  Guide students to transfer the type of reasoning iden)fied in the ques)on to 
Sec)on 6 using the abbrevia)ons of the associated HOTR rou)ne (CC, CE, QEG, DM, 
CCAR, SAG) in Sec)on 6.  

Note: Similar usage can be developed with the Course and Lesson Organizers. 

 
 
 

Ecosystems: Dynamics

1. To illustrate the dynamic nature of ecosystems, identify how 3 populations in an Antarctic Ocean food 
chain would be affected if a disease killed most of the penguin population.                                                                                                      
(Resource: https://www.coolantarctica.com/Antarctica%20fact%20file/wildlife/whales/food-web.php.)

2. Analyze the claim made in this article: Global warming could upset Antarctic food chain.                                                  
(Resource: https://news.mongabay.com/2014/01/global-warming-could-upset-antarctic-food-chain/ )

3. What are the similarities and differences between a healthy ecosystem and unhealthy ecosystem? 

4. How is the loss of biodiversity impacting humans? 
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EXPLAINING TEXT, TOPICS & DETAILS TO INCREASE PERFORMANCE using the 
Framing Rou/ne.  
RouCnes in this cluster are useful to organize InformaCon around a topic and its details, as with 
the Framing Rou)ne. This can recommend HOTRs that will be suggested based on parts of a 
rouCne such as those in the Frame: 

1. Focus on main idea. 
2. Focus on essen2al details. 
3. Focus on “so what?” 
4. Focus on “what’s important?”  
Note: Similar usage can be developed with other rou)nes in this cluster. 

 

 
 
 
  

                                                                                                                             © Janis Bulgren 2022

The FRAME Routine
Key Topic

Main idea
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So What? (What’s important to understand about this?)
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TEACHING CONCEPTs from the Concept Cluster with the Concept Mastery 
Rou/ne.  
The cluster o\en suggests extending teaching and learning by bridging into use of the HOTR 
rouCnes suggested by different parts of the Concept Mastery graphic device.   

1. Focus on explaining main ideas.  
2. Focus on causes or effects. 
3. Focus on a claim made in a concluding statement or summary. 
4. Focus on the examples and non-examples. 
Note: Similar usage can be developed with the Concept Anchoring and Comparison 
rou)nes. 

 

 
  
 
 

  

24
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WHERE can I find more informa;on about HOTR rou;nes? 
Visit the HOTR website: hRps://sim.ku.edu/hotr-rouCnes  
The KUCRL HOTR Cadre meets periodically to discuss all things HOTR and periodically hosts free 
webinars for acCve SIM Professional Developers.  We hope to do more events like this in the 
future, so be on the lookout in the Upcoming Events secCon of StrateNotes and online. 


